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Abstract: We consider the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem with Power Peak
Minimization and Earliest Starting Dates (SALB3PM-ESD), a problem of balancing an assembly
line and suitably sequencing its tasks so as to minimize the peak of the electric power
consumption associated with them. We propose an ILP-based decoder to optimally split (w.r.t.
the power peak) a sequence of tasks over the workstations of the line. The decoder is plugged
into a simple local search algorithm to test its effectiveness in quickly computing the optimal
split for the solutions encountered in the space of task sequences. Preliminary tests on instances
from literature show that the decoder is efficient, and that it seems indeed promising to use it
to take advantage of the numerous sequence-based optimization algorithms in the scheduling
literature to develop more competitive methods to efficiently tackle the SALB3PM-ESD.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The level attained in recent years by the main climate
change indicators has made the transition to renewable
energy sources more and more urgent. This, along with
the international context, is causing the prices of energy to
grow considerably, and pushing organizational changes to-
wards energy conservation (International Energy Agency,
2022). Industry is strongly concerned, being accountable
for more than 50% of the end-use energy consumption
(Energy Information Administration, 2019), with unde-
niable consequences in terms of environmental impact,
hence companies are more and more asked to be energy-
efficient. This is also true specifically for what concerns
electricity: according to the International Energy Agency
(International Energy Agency, 2021), 22% of the total final
electricity consumption in 2020 is due to the industrial
sector, and this figure is expected to grow to 46% by 2050
due to the electrification of several industrial processes.
Energy efficiency in electricity usage affects industrial sys-
tems from design through to management (Giret et al.,
2015), and is generally addressed through various objec-
tives and/or constraints, such as total energy consumption
(Zhang and Chiong, 2016), total energy cost w.r.t. Time-
Of-Use (TOU) pricing (Luo et al., 2013) and power peak
limitation (Bruzzone et al., 2012). If on the one hand the
literature accounts for a large number of scientific efforts
in this sense (Akbar and Irohara, 2018), few are still the
works that tackle the minimization of the peak of the
electric power consumption. Such an objective allows to
smoothen the energy consumption of an industrial sys-
tem, hence to reduce operating costs, avoid penalties for
exceeding a maximum allowed peak of power usage, or face

the more and more volatile availability of electric energy,
mainly due to the growing focus on renewable energy
sources (Battäıa et al., 2020). Minimizing the power peak
is even more important in paced production lines where
such a peak is repeated at each cycle. It is then of great
importance to consider electric power peak since the design
stage of a production system – a purpose that seemingly
very few papers have tried to address. Gianessi et al. (2019)
defines the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem with
Power Peak Minimization (SALB3PM), to the best of our
knowledge the first example of Line Balancing (LB) prob-
lem with minimization of peak power. In order to consider
power peak minimization in the design of paced production
lines, the SALB3PM integrates the scheduling of tasks on
workstations, other than classical balancing constraints.
Lamy et al. (2020) studies a special case, which we refer to
in the following as SALB3PM with Earliest Starting Dates
(SALB3PM-ESD), where tasks must be executed as early
as possible. This better fits manual or semi-automated
contexts, in which idle times between tasks are difficult
to manage. This paper focuses on the SALB3PM-ESD.
Figure 1 shows on an example how the scheduling decisions
of the SALB3PM-ESD can considerably impact the power
peak. In it, x-axes represents time; the instance has n = 9
tasks, depicted as boxes whose width, height and horizon-
tal position represent, respectively, the processing time,
the power consumption and the starting date. Each subfig-
ure shows the schedule of the m = 3 workstations: the left
y-axes represent the power consumed by each workstation,
while thick blue lines and dashed red lines, respectively,
show the overall power consumption profile and highlight
the power peak w.r.t. the rightmost y-axis. In the left
subfigure, only balancing decisions have been taken, i.e.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The level attained in recent years by the main climate
change indicators has made the transition to renewable
energy sources more and more urgent. This, along with
the international context, is causing the prices of energy to
grow considerably, and pushing organizational changes to-
wards energy conservation (International Energy Agency,
2022). Industry is strongly concerned, being accountable
for more than 50% of the end-use energy consumption
(Energy Information Administration, 2019), with unde-
niable consequences in terms of environmental impact,
hence companies are more and more asked to be energy-
efficient. This is also true specifically for what concerns
electricity: according to the International Energy Agency
(International Energy Agency, 2021), 22% of the total final
electricity consumption in 2020 is due to the industrial
sector, and this figure is expected to grow to 46% by 2050
due to the electrification of several industrial processes.
Energy efficiency in electricity usage affects industrial sys-
tems from design through to management (Giret et al.,
2015), and is generally addressed through various objec-
tives and/or constraints, such as total energy consumption
(Zhang and Chiong, 2016), total energy cost w.r.t. Time-
Of-Use (TOU) pricing (Luo et al., 2013) and power peak
limitation (Bruzzone et al., 2012). If on the one hand the
literature accounts for a large number of scientific efforts
in this sense (Akbar and Irohara, 2018), few are still the
works that tackle the minimization of the peak of the
electric power consumption. Such an objective allows to
smoothen the energy consumption of an industrial sys-
tem, hence to reduce operating costs, avoid penalties for
exceeding a maximum allowed peak of power usage, or face

the more and more volatile availability of electric energy,
mainly due to the growing focus on renewable energy
sources (Battäıa et al., 2020). Minimizing the power peak
is even more important in paced production lines where
such a peak is repeated at each cycle. It is then of great
importance to consider electric power peak since the design
stage of a production system – a purpose that seemingly
very few papers have tried to address. Gianessi et al. (2019)
defines the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem with
Power Peak Minimization (SALB3PM), to the best of our
knowledge the first example of Line Balancing (LB) prob-
lem with minimization of peak power. In order to consider
power peak minimization in the design of paced production
lines, the SALB3PM integrates the scheduling of tasks on
workstations, other than classical balancing constraints.
Lamy et al. (2020) studies a special case, which we refer to
in the following as SALB3PM with Earliest Starting Dates
(SALB3PM-ESD), where tasks must be executed as early
as possible. This better fits manual or semi-automated
contexts, in which idle times between tasks are difficult
to manage. This paper focuses on the SALB3PM-ESD.
Figure 1 shows on an example how the scheduling decisions
of the SALB3PM-ESD can considerably impact the power
peak. In it, x-axes represents time; the instance has n = 9
tasks, depicted as boxes whose width, height and horizon-
tal position represent, respectively, the processing time,
the power consumption and the starting date. Each subfig-
ure shows the schedule of the m = 3 workstations: the left
y-axes represent the power consumed by each workstation,
while thick blue lines and dashed red lines, respectively,
show the overall power consumption profile and highlight
the power peak w.r.t. the rightmost y-axis. In the left
subfigure, only balancing decisions have been taken, i.e.
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exceeding a maximum allowed peak of power usage, or face

the more and more volatile availability of electric energy,
mainly due to the growing focus on renewable energy
sources (Battäıa et al., 2020). Minimizing the power peak
is even more important in paced production lines where
such a peak is repeated at each cycle. It is then of great
importance to consider electric power peak since the design
stage of a production system – a purpose that seemingly
very few papers have tried to address. Gianessi et al. (2019)
defines the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem with
Power Peak Minimization (SALB3PM), to the best of our
knowledge the first example of Line Balancing (LB) prob-
lem with minimization of peak power. In order to consider
power peak minimization in the design of paced production
lines, the SALB3PM integrates the scheduling of tasks on
workstations, other than classical balancing constraints.
Lamy et al. (2020) studies a special case, which we refer to
in the following as SALB3PM with Earliest Starting Dates
(SALB3PM-ESD), where tasks must be executed as early
as possible. This better fits manual or semi-automated
contexts, in which idle times between tasks are difficult
to manage. This paper focuses on the SALB3PM-ESD.
Figure 1 shows on an example how the scheduling decisions
of the SALB3PM-ESD can considerably impact the power
peak. In it, x-axes represents time; the instance has n = 9
tasks, depicted as boxes whose width, height and horizon-
tal position represent, respectively, the processing time,
the power consumption and the starting date. Each subfig-
ure shows the schedule of the m = 3 workstations: the left
y-axes represent the power consumed by each workstation,
while thick blue lines and dashed red lines, respectively,
show the overall power consumption profile and highlight
the power peak w.r.t. the rightmost y-axis. In the left
subfigure, only balancing decisions have been taken, i.e.
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Fig. 1. Simple schedule (left) vs SALB3PM-ESD optimal solution (right) for a benchmark instance.

only precedence constraints are complied with, and at a
later time tasks have been scheduled at the earliest possible
date. The right subfigure is the SALB3PM-ESD optimum,
for which the power peak decrease is considerable (-22%).
In this paper we design an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
to evaluate a permutation of the production tasks of a
balancing line in terms of the induced electric power peak
in the SALB3PM-ESD case. Several works exist in which
scheduling problems are tackled by representing solutions
as permutations of the tasks; permutation are transformed
into assignments of tasks to machines by a decoder, which
then computes the corresponding objective function value.
The choice of modeling a feasible assignment via a permu-
tation can be induced either by the specific problem, e.g.
the permutation flowshop problem (Ashour, 1970), or by a
particular approach, e.g. a local search (LS) metaheuristic
or genetic algorithm (GA), (e.g. Li and Gao, 2016). Thus,
using such a coding for the SALB3PM-ESD would allow
to take advantage of the various optimization algorithms
proposed in the scheduling literature. The related com-
binatorics is hopefully simple enough to be quickly dealt
with by ILP. The resulting decoder could then be plugged
into metaheuristics for the SALB3PM-ESD based on a
permutation-based representation to efficiently evaluate a
solution e.g. during a LS, or a chromosome during a GA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a short literature review. Section 3 describes the ILP
model of the proposed decoder for the SALB3PM-ESD.
Section 4 presents an illustrative metaheuristic using the
decoder and some preliminary results. Section 5 concludes
this work and presents future research perspectives.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Since the introduction of the Simple Assembly Line Bal-
ancing Problem (SALBP) (Baybars, 1986), Line Balancing
(LB) problems represent the class of optimization prob-
lems devoted to the design of production systems. The
SALBP is the archetypal such problem: the production
system is a paced, single-product line, and tasks have
deterministic processing times, are independent of work-
stations, and subject to precedence constraints. Depending
on whether the goal is the minimum number m of worksta-
tions given the takt time c, or the inverse, we have the two
main variants, SALBP-1 and SALBP-2. SALBP is NP-
hard and still a challenging problem for which best known
approaches date back to less than a decade (Cerqueus and
Delorme, 2019; Pape, 2015; Sewell and Jacobson, 2012).
Many generalizations and rich versions have been consid-
ered to meet realistic applications, giving rise to a huge
literature of LB problems (Boysen et al., 2022). However,
to the best of our knowledge, few works jointly consider LB

and sequencing, most often to take into account sequence-
dependent setup times, e.g. Özcan (2019) addresses the
balancing and scheduling of parallel assembly lines, provid-
ing an exact and a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm.
Energy efficiency in LB problems is another aspect that,
as far as the authors are aware of, have not received the
deserved attention from the research community. Indeed,
most existing papers on the subject seemingly focus on
assembly line design problems, where special equipment
must be assigned to workstations in order to perform
production tasks, and the minimization of the associ-
ated energy consumption is sought, possibly along with
other objectives. Robotic ALB problems (RALBPs, Borba
et al., 2018) represent the most prominent example of this
stream. For instance, Zhang et al. (2019) tackles the multi-
objective problem of designing energy-efficient U-shaped
robotic assembly lines, while considering productivity. A
recent example of LB problem integrating energy-related
criteria, other than RALBPs, is Wang et al. (2020), which
studies the problem of a disassembly line for waste electri-
cal/electronic equipment disposal, showing that disassem-
bly profit can improve while reducing energy consumption.
The only problems dealing with power peak are the
SALB3PM and the SALB3PM-ESD, mentioned in Sec-
tion 1. In Gianessi et al. (2019) a first time-indexed ILP
formulation is introduced for the SALB3PM to tackle
38 benchmark SALBP-1 and SALBP-2 instances (Scholl,
1995) enhanced with randomly generated task power con-
sumption values. The ILP model can solve to optimality
instances with up to 25 tasks, 10 workstations and a takt
time of 40 within a one hour time limit, but struggles
to find optimal, or even feasible, solutions for bigger in-
stances. Lamy et al. (2020) proposes a Multi-Start Evolu-
tionary Local Search (MS×ELS) for the SALB3PM-ESD,
tested on a larger instance set than Gianessi et al. (2019).
Nevertheless, power peak constraints and/or objectives
can be found more frequently in research works that tackle
other production-related problems, e.g. in scheduling.
Bruzzone et al. (2012) proposes a MILP and a heuristic
approach to minimize power peak in a flexible flowshop.
A jobshop with a variable power threshold is addressed
by Kemmoe et al. (2017) and several metaheuristics are
designed. Masmoudi et al. (2019) minimizes energy cost
w.r.t. to TOU energy prices in a jobshop problem under
makespan and maximum allowed power peak constraints.
To conclude, we mention some works on scheduling prob-
lems in which a permutation-based representation of so-
lutions is used. Ruiz and Maroto (2005) provides an ex-
tended review of heuristic and metaheuristic approaches
for the permutation flowshop scheduling problem (PFSP),
many of which make use of a solution coding as a per-
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mutation of the production tasks. Lange and Werner
(2019) tackles the blocking jobshop scheduling problem
with total tardiness minimization: a SA framework is
proposed which uses, among others, a permutation-based
coding of the solution and some related neighborhood
structures. Pan et al. (2022) tackles a distributed lot-
streaming PFSP to minimize the makespan, and propose
a range of population-based metaheuristics which consider
a solution as a permutation of jobs. Finally, we cite two
works featuring many elements in common with the work
presented here as both concern ALB problems and make
use of a permutation-based coding of solutions, specifically
because both deal with sequence-dependent setup times.
Lahrichi et al. (2022) tackles the SALBP-2 variant of
the RALBP, and delves into the special case in which a
unique sequence of tasks is given and split via a polynomial
optimal algorithm, in order to explore the space of such
sequences; Borisovsky et al. (2013) studies the balancing
of reconfigurable machining lines and proposes a GA in
which chromosomes are task permutations, mapped into
feasible solutions by either a greedy heuristic decoder or
a MILP-based one. Both works, however, differ from the
LB problem studied here, in which decisions about task
sequencing are needed to minimize the power peak.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DECODER

In this section, after defining suitable notations, we provide
an Integer Linear Programming model as a decoder for the
SALB3PM-ESD. Such a decoder will allow to transform
a permutation of the n tasks of a production process
into an SALB3PM-ESD solution, i.e. an assignment and
sequencing of the tasks over the m workstations.
Let O be a set of n production tasks andM = {0, ...,m−1}
the set of available workstations. The set of tasks comes
with a given sequence (p(0), ..., p(n−1)): p is a permutation
{0, ..., n − 1} → O that defines how the tasks must be
sequenced on the sequence of the workstations, and cannot
be changed. By abuse of notation, we use symbol O =
(0, ..., n− 1) to refer also to the given sequence. As in the
SALB3PM-ESD, tasks have processing times tj and power
consumption values wj , and precedence constraints exist
among them. However, the sequence O is supposed to be
precedence-compliant: a task i is a predecessor (direct or
not) of another task j (noted i≺ j if direct) if and only if
i < j, i.e. O is a valid topological ordering of the tasks.
The takt time of the line, c, is also known, so that tasks
must all be run within a time horizon T = {0, ..., c − 1}.
The objective is to decide how to split the sequence O
into as many subsequences O0 = (0, ..., i0),O1 = (i0 +
1, ..., i1), ...,Om−1 = (im−2+1, ..., im−1) as the number m of
workstations, in such a way that:

• the assignment ∀k ∈ M of the tasks of subsequence
Ok to workstation k according to the order defined
by Ok (hence by O), and the schedule of each task
at the earliest possible date, gives rise to a feasible
SALB3PM-ESD solution, i.e. (∀k ∈ M)

∑
j∈Ok

tj≤c
• the peak of the overall power profile is minimized

The decisions can be modeled by two sets of binary
decisions variables and c+ 1 integer variables:

• split variables Li, i ∈ O, Li = 1 ⇔ task i is the last
one processed on a workstation;

• subsequence variables L′
i,j , i, j ∈ O, L′

i,j = 1 ⇔ task
i is the last processed on its workstation and j is
assigned to the following one but not as the last. We

define L′
i,j only if

∑j+1
h=i+1 th ≤ c, otherwise having

Li = 1 and Lj = 0 is not possible. We note P the set
of pairs of tasks i, j for which L′

i,j is defined;

• slot-power variables Wt, t ∈ T , the overall power
consumption at date t;

• power-peak variable W
M
.

The proposed ILP model is then the following:

min W
M

(1)

s.t.
∑
i∈O

Li = m ; Ln−1 = 1 (2)

∑

i≤j<min{h∈O:
∑h

g=i
tg>c}

Lj ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ O (3)

L′
i,j ≤ Li ∀(i, j) ∈ P (4)

L′
i,j ≤ 1−

∑
(i+1)%n≤h≤j

Lh ∀(i, j) ∈ P (5)

L′
i,j ≥ Li −

∑
(i+1)%n≤h≤j

Lh ∀(i, j) ∈ P (6)

Wt ≤ W
M

∀t ∈ T (7)

W0 =
∑
i∈O

w((i+1)%n) ·Li (8)

Wt = Wt−1 +
∑

(i,j)∈P:
∑j

h=(i+1)%n
th=t

wj+1 ·L′
i,j

−
∑

(i,j)∈P:
∑j+1

h=(i+1)%n
th=t

wj+1 ·L′
i,j

−
∑

i∈O:t((i+1)%n)=t

w((i+1)%n) ·Li ∀t∈T \{0} (9)

Li, L
′
i,j ∈ {0, 1},Wt,WM

∈ Z+

Split decisions are thoroughly modeled by split variables,
as their name suggest; slot-power variables and W

M
allow

to model the power profile following the split decisions and
to smoothen it. As for subsequence variables, the value
they take based on Li variables allow to have complete in-
formation on how tasks that are not the last of the respec-
tive workstations are arranged on them. This, combined
with the earliest starting date assumption of SALB3PM-
ESD, allows to know at each date t ∈ T whether there are
tasks that are triggered or ended, hence to know when and
by how much the power profile changes.
Indeed, having L′

i,j = 1 not only means that i is the
last task of the workstation k it is assigned to, i.e. the
sequence O is split between i and i + 1, but also that all
tasks from i + 1 to j + 1 are on workstation k + 1, since
(∀h = i+ 1, ..., j) Lh = 0 (see (4)-(6), in which % denotes
the modulo operator). Hence, if L′

i,j = 1, the starting dates
of tasks i+ 1, i+ 2, i+ 3, ..., j + 1 are known and equal to,

respectively, t=0, t= ti+1, t= ti+1+ti+2, ..., t=
∑j

h=i+1 th.
Clearly this can change with the split decisions, e.g. if
Li=Li+1=1, then i+1 is the only task on workstation k+1,
whose consumption is wi+1 for t < ti+1, 0 for t ≥ ti+1.
Once these aspects related to subsequence variables are
clear, understanding how model (1)-(9) describes the de-
coding of a sequence and the determination of the opti-
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Split decisions are thoroughly modeled by split variables,
as their name suggest; slot-power variables and W
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allow

to model the power profile following the split decisions and
to smoothen it. As for subsequence variables, the value
they take based on Li variables allow to have complete in-
formation on how tasks that are not the last of the respec-
tive workstations are arranged on them. This, combined
with the earliest starting date assumption of SALB3PM-
ESD, allows to know at each date t ∈ T whether there are
tasks that are triggered or ended, hence to know when and
by how much the power profile changes.
Indeed, having L′

i,j = 1 not only means that i is the
last task of the workstation k it is assigned to, i.e. the
sequence O is split between i and i + 1, but also that all
tasks from i + 1 to j + 1 are on workstation k + 1, since
(∀h = i+ 1, ..., j) Lh = 0 (see (4)-(6), in which % denotes
the modulo operator). Hence, if L′

i,j = 1, the starting dates
of tasks i+ 1, i+ 2, i+ 3, ..., j + 1 are known and equal to,

respectively, t=0, t= ti+1, t= ti+1+ti+2, ..., t=
∑j

h=i+1 th.
Clearly this can change with the split decisions, e.g. if
Li=Li+1=1, then i+1 is the only task on workstation k+1,
whose consumption is wi+1 for t < ti+1, 0 for t ≥ ti+1.
Once these aspects related to subsequence variables are
clear, understanding how model (1)-(9) describes the de-
coding of a sequence and the determination of the opti-

mal split is straightforward. Due to (2), the tasks that are
the last of their workstations are exactly m, n− 1 ∈ O
being one of them, while (3) imposes the feasibility of a
split, as it forbids the subsequence (i + 1, ..., i′) defined
by two successive tasks i and i′ having Li = Li′ = 1, if it

exceeds the takt time, i.e. if
∑i′

h=i+1 th > c. Constraint

(8) determines the power consumption at t = 0, W0, based
on the fact that if Li=1, then i ends a subsequence, and
i+1 is scheduled at t = 0 on the following workstation.
Notice that modulo allows i = n−1 to act as if it was
the predecessor of i = 0 in the sequence, hence to ac-
count for consumption w0 on workstation k = 0 at date
t = 0. Constraints (9) determine the power consumption
at date t > 0 in incremental fashion based on that at
date t − 1: the difference Wt − Wt−1 is computed based
on subsequence variables as explained before. The second
term on the right-hand side is greater than 0 if : ∃i, j∈O
s.t. Li = 1; (∀h = i+1, ..., j+1)Lh = 0 i.e. if j is on the
subsequence after that closed by i; the considered t equals
the total processing time of tasks h = i+1, ..., j, i.e. t is the
starting date of j+1. Similar reasonings allow to see that
the third term is only greater than 0 when a task ends, and
the fourth compensate the first-task power consumption
terms introduced by constraints (8). Again, the modulo
operator allows to use task n−1 as the splitting task giving
rise to subsequence O0. For instance in the right subfigure
of Figure 1 the sequence (0, 2, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 5, 8) is split into
(0, 2, 1, 3), (4, 6, 7, 5), (8): we have L3 = L7 = L8 = 1 (i.e.
tasks 3, 5 and 8 in the figure) and L′

3,4 = L′
3,5 = L′

3,6 = 1,
allowing (8) to account w4 (power consumption of task 4 in
the figure) at t = 0, constraint (9) for t = t4 to consider the
increment w6−w4 thank to L′

3,4 = 1, and so on. Finally, (7)
and the objective function (1) allow power peak minimiza-
tion. From constraints (9), it is clearer that subsequence
variables actually allow to linearize some products among
split variables.

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

To have a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of the
decoder, we plug it into a simple metaheuristic algorithm,
which we test on a small set of SALB3PM-ESD instances.
A neighborhood operator N is defined as follows. A
neighbor of sequence s = (p(0), ..., p(n− 1)) is obtained by:

• choosing j ∈ {0, ..., n− 1}
• finding h and k s.t. p(h) and p(k) are, respectively,
the closest direct predecessor and direct successor of
p(j) in the sequence, i.e. h = max{g : 0≤g< j, p(g)≺
p(j)}, k = min{g : j< g≤n− 1, p(j)≺p(g)}

• removing task p(j) from its current position, j, and
inserting it in position g ∈ {h+1, ..., j−1, j+1, ..., k−1}

• shifting forward tasks p(g), ..., p(j− 1) of one position
if g < j, or shifting backward tasks p(j + 1), ..., p(g)
of one position if j < g

If s complies with precedence constraints (as we supposed
in Section 3), then the compliance of the obtained neighbor
sequence is guaranteed. Figure 2 gives an example of neigh-
borhood move in the case of the benchmark SALB3PM-
ESD instance bowman-1 and a possible task permutation.
In both subfigures, tasks are numbered according to both
the original instance task indices and the corresponding
permutation indices (in smaller, dark blue boxes), e.g. on

the right subfigure p(3) = 4 and p(4) = 6. Hence, the
permutation on the left is (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 7). By picking
j = 3 in it, task p(3) = 3 (green) is chosen whose closest
direct predecessor and successor (orange) are, respectively,
p(1) = 1 and p(6) = 5, so we have to choose a new position
g ∈ {2, 4, 5}. The right subfigure corresponds to g = 5,
which leads to the new sequence (0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7).
Figure 2 also shows how going from one sequence to a
neighbor one impacts the power peak. In the left subfig-
ure, tasks are assigned to workstations according to split
(0),(1),(2, 3),(4, 6),(5, 7) which is optimal w.r.t. sequence
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 7): the peak occurs at the overlap of tasks
(according to the original indices) 0, 1, 3, 6 and 5, re-
spectively on workstations k = 0 to k = 4. The new
sequence (0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7) can lead to different possible
splits, though not all feasible, e.g. (0),(1),(2),(4, 6, 3),(5, 7)
violates takt c on k=3. Of the remaining possible splits,
(0),(1),(2, 4),(6),(3, 5, 7) (right subfigure) has its peak at
the overlap of 0, 1, 4, 6 and 5 and a peak variation w4 −
w3 < 0; split (0),(1),(2),(4, 6),(3, 5, 7) gives a peak at t = 0
(all workstations having a decreasing profile) and a peak
change w2 + w4 − (w5 + w6) > 0; split (0),(1),(2, 4),(6, 3),
(5, 7) has a peak at the overlap of 0, 1, 4, 3 and 5, the
increase is w4 − w6 > 0. The first case is optimal.
We use neighborhood operator N to implement a Sim-
ulated Annealing (SA) algorithm (Aarts et al., 2005).
Based on local search, SA consists in a random walk in
the solution space, during which deteriorating solutions
are accepted with a probability given by a temperature
parameter. Such acceptance probability decreases with
the temperature, becoming 0 in the last stages of the
algorithm. A typical stop criterion is given by a maximum
number of iterations. Starting from an SALB3PM-ESD in-
stance, the SA generates a random, precedence-compliant
sequence s0 = (p(0), ..., p(n−1)), evaluated by the decoder.
At each iteration, a random neighbor si+1 ∈ N(si) of
the current sequence si is picked and optimally split by
the decoder. The temperature is initialized based on an
upper bound U of the power peak, then updated every 20
iterations by a factor 0.98. The SA runs for 5000 iterations,
so that for each instance the decoder is invoked a number
of times large enough to evaluate its behavior. Although
sequences are guaranteed to be feasible w.r.t. precedence,
a sequence can be met during the random walk that cannot
be split without exceeding c. To such a sequence we assign
an upper bound on the power peak to penalize it.
Six instances are considered to test the SA: to have a
wide range of number n of tasks, 4 are taken from the
benchmark set of Lamy et al. (2020), and two are derived
from as many SALBP-1 instances of Otto et al. (2013),
these latter featuring higher c values. All instances are
enhanced with random task power consumption values
uniformly generated in {5, ..., 50}. The MS×ELS algorithm
of (Lamy et al., 2020) is also run on them for comparison.
Table 1 describes the overall performances of the SA. In
it, for each instance, n is reported, along with: the total
SA runtime, TSA; the portion of time spent to optimally
split the encountered task sequences, Td; the average time
per iteration, T it; the percentage of infeasible sequences,
inf; the peak decrease w.r.t. the initial sequence, ∆ (−∞
meaning an infeasible initial sequence); the gap w.r.t. the
MS×ELS solution. As for the MS×ELS, 20 runs have
been launched, each with a time limit �TSA

20 �, and the best
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Fig. 2. Two sequences for instance bowman-1, their optimal splits, and a neighbor move from one to the other.

found solution is taken. A (�) symbol in the opt column
means that the optimal solution is known, and the SA has
managed to find it, whereas u means that the optimal
solution is not known to date. Table 2 focuses on the
average features of the ILPs that the decoder has had to
solve, in terms of: percentage of sequences for which the
ILP has been solved to optimality at the root node, solvroot;
average optimality gap at the root node, gaproot; average
number of variables, #var, and constraints, #cns.

Table 1. Detailed results of the SA algorithm.

instance n
TSA Td T it inf ∆ MS×

ELS
(%)

opt
(s) (%) (ms) (%) (%)

bowman-1 8 9.0 95.3 1.8 0.0 -15.1 0.0 �

jackson-2 11 61.2 99.0 12.2 0.0 -5.6 0.0 �

otto-n20-125 20 643.5 99.1 128.7 1.9 -21.6 3.1 u

heskiaoff-2 28 824.6 96.8 164.9 70.1 -∞ 7.9 u

kilbridge-1 45 333.1 59.8 66.7 37.9 -13.0 3.2 u

otto-n50-100 50 4199.5 95.9 839.9 9.1 -∞ 7.4 u

Table 2. Features of the decoder ILP models.

instance n
solv
root
(%)

gap
root
(%)

#var #cns

bowman-1 8 100,00 0,00 33,67 61,96

jackson-2 11 78,78 0,92 66,11 146,42

otto-n20-125 20 83,44 0,41 1084,59 2205,41

heskiaoff-2 28 100,00 0,00 566,37 1283,06

kilbridge-1 45 95,16 0,09 238,18 558,70

otto-n50-100 50 77,24 0,52 1351,90 2942,57

Table 1 shows that the SA algorithm has, on average, a
runtime of less than 1 second per iteration, and for the
two smaller instances is able to find an optimal solution.
However, the gap with the MS×ELS in terms of the best
found solution with equal time can rise to +8%, which
is normal for a simple metaheuristic as the developed SA
compared to an algorithm designed to be competitive. TSA
predictably grows with n, even though the comparison of
kilbridge-1 and heskiaoff-2 reveals that n is not the only
factor impacting it. Indeed, a look at Table 2 suggests
that TSA presumably depends also on the average size of
the ILP problems (which can be roughly estimated by the
product of #var and #cns) which is 5 to 6 times bigger for
heskiaoff-2. By comparing now heskiaoff-2 with otto-n20-
125 we see that the ILPs of the latter can be estimated

being on average 3 to 4 times bigger than the former, yet
otto-n20-125 has shorter runtime TSA: this is possibly due
to n and the number of infeasible sequences encountered
during the random walk for heskiaoff-2, which is the high-
est among all instances. Such high percentage may be due
to heskiaoff-2 being very tight as to the task processing
times opposed to the takt time constraint, which gives
rise to many infeasible task sequences. These latter are
presumably those who take more time for the decoder,
which could explain this figures. However, by comparing
heskiaoff-2 and otto-n20-125 one can also see that the size
of the ILPs of the latter is bigger even though n is smaller:
this could be due to a higher number of subsequence vari-
ables, hence of split alternatives. Finally, we notice that
in general the solving time of the ILP problems represent
more than 95% of the overall solving time: the exception
of kilbridge-1 could depend on the lower ratio between
the ILP solving time and the time spent in neighborhood
moves, the first being smaller due to the unusually reduced
size of the models, the second depending on n. In general,
the decoder in most cases finds the optimum at the root
node, or the root gap is very low, which would suggest the
effectiveness of model (1)-(9) on the considered instances.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this work, we have studied the SALB3PM-ESD, a prob-
lem of balancing an assembly line with consideration of the
power peak induced by the production tasks to minimize
it. An ILP-based decoder has been proposed, capable of
splitting a sequence of the tasks over the sequence of
workstations so as to minimize the peak. The decoder
has been tested by plugging it in a simple Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm, which is only meant to be a
testbed and not a contribution. Preliminary tests have
been run on a small set of SALB3PM-ESD instances from
the literature. The results show that the decoder seems to
be very effective, due to a tight ILP model, and capable
to find optimal or near-optimal solution already at the
root node. Some instances can make the decoding harder
though, most notably those with larger takt time values. It
is also noteworthy to mention that some instances generate
a significant number of infeasible sequences.
As to future research perspectives, more extensive compu-
tational experiments must be conducted on a wider, more
diversified instance set. It would also be interesting to gen-
eralize the model to consider production tasks with non-
constant and/or machine-dependent power consumption
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found solution is taken. A (�) symbol in the opt column
means that the optimal solution is known, and the SA has
managed to find it, whereas u means that the optimal
solution is not known to date. Table 2 focuses on the
average features of the ILPs that the decoder has had to
solve, in terms of: percentage of sequences for which the
ILP has been solved to optimality at the root node, solvroot;
average optimality gap at the root node, gaproot; average
number of variables, #var, and constraints, #cns.

Table 1. Detailed results of the SA algorithm.

instance n
TSA Td T it inf ∆ MS×

ELS
(%)

opt
(s) (%) (ms) (%) (%)

bowman-1 8 9.0 95.3 1.8 0.0 -15.1 0.0 �

jackson-2 11 61.2 99.0 12.2 0.0 -5.6 0.0 �

otto-n20-125 20 643.5 99.1 128.7 1.9 -21.6 3.1 u

heskiaoff-2 28 824.6 96.8 164.9 70.1 -∞ 7.9 u

kilbridge-1 45 333.1 59.8 66.7 37.9 -13.0 3.2 u

otto-n50-100 50 4199.5 95.9 839.9 9.1 -∞ 7.4 u

Table 2. Features of the decoder ILP models.

instance n
solv
root
(%)

gap
root
(%)

#var #cns

bowman-1 8 100,00 0,00 33,67 61,96

jackson-2 11 78,78 0,92 66,11 146,42

otto-n20-125 20 83,44 0,41 1084,59 2205,41

heskiaoff-2 28 100,00 0,00 566,37 1283,06

kilbridge-1 45 95,16 0,09 238,18 558,70

otto-n50-100 50 77,24 0,52 1351,90 2942,57

Table 1 shows that the SA algorithm has, on average, a
runtime of less than 1 second per iteration, and for the
two smaller instances is able to find an optimal solution.
However, the gap with the MS×ELS in terms of the best
found solution with equal time can rise to +8%, which
is normal for a simple metaheuristic as the developed SA
compared to an algorithm designed to be competitive. TSA
predictably grows with n, even though the comparison of
kilbridge-1 and heskiaoff-2 reveals that n is not the only
factor impacting it. Indeed, a look at Table 2 suggests
that TSA presumably depends also on the average size of
the ILP problems (which can be roughly estimated by the
product of #var and #cns) which is 5 to 6 times bigger for
heskiaoff-2. By comparing now heskiaoff-2 with otto-n20-
125 we see that the ILPs of the latter can be estimated

being on average 3 to 4 times bigger than the former, yet
otto-n20-125 has shorter runtime TSA: this is possibly due
to n and the number of infeasible sequences encountered
during the random walk for heskiaoff-2, which is the high-
est among all instances. Such high percentage may be due
to heskiaoff-2 being very tight as to the task processing
times opposed to the takt time constraint, which gives
rise to many infeasible task sequences. These latter are
presumably those who take more time for the decoder,
which could explain this figures. However, by comparing
heskiaoff-2 and otto-n20-125 one can also see that the size
of the ILPs of the latter is bigger even though n is smaller:
this could be due to a higher number of subsequence vari-
ables, hence of split alternatives. Finally, we notice that
in general the solving time of the ILP problems represent
more than 95% of the overall solving time: the exception
of kilbridge-1 could depend on the lower ratio between
the ILP solving time and the time spent in neighborhood
moves, the first being smaller due to the unusually reduced
size of the models, the second depending on n. In general,
the decoder in most cases finds the optimum at the root
node, or the root gap is very low, which would suggest the
effectiveness of model (1)-(9) on the considered instances.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this work, we have studied the SALB3PM-ESD, a prob-
lem of balancing an assembly line with consideration of the
power peak induced by the production tasks to minimize
it. An ILP-based decoder has been proposed, capable of
splitting a sequence of the tasks over the sequence of
workstations so as to minimize the peak. The decoder
has been tested by plugging it in a simple Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm, which is only meant to be a
testbed and not a contribution. Preliminary tests have
been run on a small set of SALB3PM-ESD instances from
the literature. The results show that the decoder seems to
be very effective, due to a tight ILP model, and capable
to find optimal or near-optimal solution already at the
root node. Some instances can make the decoding harder
though, most notably those with larger takt time values. It
is also noteworthy to mention that some instances generate
a significant number of infeasible sequences.
As to future research perspectives, more extensive compu-
tational experiments must be conducted on a wider, more
diversified instance set. It would also be interesting to gen-
eralize the model to consider production tasks with non-
constant and/or machine-dependent power consumption

profiles. The results also suggest promising ideas to yield a
more competitive metaheuristic, e.g. stopping the decoder
at the root node to reduce the computational time while
keeping a good enough approximation of the objective
function value, or detecting infeasible sequences before
decoding. Based on this, the decoder could be used to take
advantage of many existing algorithms of the scheduling
literature to develop more performing methods and effi-
ciently tackle the SALB3PM-ESD, but also problems with
similar features, such as scheduling problems on parallel
machines with no-wait constraints.
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